INTRODUCTION
It will cause a huge waste of the water and a large damage on the ecological environment when the wastewater of propylene oxide discharged directly into the water environment. Considering the high salinity and the serious inhibition on microorganisms, this kind of wastewater can not be treated well with economy biological treatment technology.
At present, advanced oxidative process is commonly applied for this kind of wastewater, such as Fenton reagent oxidation which was widely used in the wastewater treatment because it was very effective. However, the high costs of oxidation technology limit its application in industry [1] [2] [3] .
In this paper, scrap iron was used to treat the wastewater of propylene instead of ferrous reagent, forming a system similar to Fenton with H 2 O 2 , in order to bring out the waste controlled by waste, and lower the treatment cost.
Ⅱ EXPERIMENTAL

A Materials
The quality of the waste water, collected from the outfall of the process producing propylene oxide of a Petrochemical
Company in Shandong province, is depicted in 
B Characterization
In this experiment, pH was measured by Sension 6 pH Instrument, and the COD of the samples was sub-measured [4] for high Cl -concentration of wastewater which was determined by GB11896-89 [5] .
Ⅲ
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A Effect of pH on wastewater treatment
The removal of COD Cr with different pH was shown in Therefore, the optimal pH is 2.
B Effect of H 2 O 2 dose on wastewater treatment
The experiment was carried out by adding 1.0g of scrap iron into 100mL wastewater during 60min when pH was 2. The curve of the removal of COD as a function of H 2 O 2 dose was shown in Fig. 2 . Although the removal of COD Cr is up to the maximum 73.5% when 0.32mL H 2 O 2 was added, and after that it increases so slowly that the hydrogen peroxide cost required to be considered. As a result, the optimal H 2 O 2 dose is 0.32mL.
C Effect of scrap iron dose on wastewater treatment
The experiment was carried out by adding 0. 
D Effect of reaction time on wastewater treatment
The removal of COD at different time was shown in Figure   4 when keeping the pH, the quantity of iron and H 2 O 2 as 2,
1.2g and 0.32ml, respectively. The Figure 4 shows that the removal rate of COD Cr increased gradually with increasing of the reaction time. The removal rate of COD Cr is up to the highest 76.3% at 100min, while it is up to 71.6% at 40min. During this time from 40min to 100min, the removal rate of COD Cr increased slowly.
Considering of the cost, the optimum reaction time is determined for 40min.
E Economic Analysis
The amount and price of reagent used in the experiment is shown in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. By the way, the amount of iron is what has been reacted in experiment actually.
Wastewater treatment capacity is 100mL. Tab.4 has shown the price of the reagents used to treat one ton wastewater according to Tab.3. 
